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I. Cosmotron and High Energy Accelerators Discttssed at Brookhaven 

Accelerator Conference. E. Lofgren. 

A number of slides were shown illustrating some of the construction features 

of the cosmotron and the results of numerous tests on the performance character-

istics of the magnetic field and the beam. The cosmotron has a C-shaped mag-

net with a 9.5 inch gap but with a usable net gap of 6 5 inches and a width of 

about two feet. Separate pole face coils are included to correct the magnet field 

and to provide a dB/dt signal to control the frequency. The particles are in-

jected by a 3. 5 Mev Van de Graaff with a pulsed rating of abcut 1 ma. It runs 

continuously at about 2 ma, for voltage regulation. An unusual technique has 

been devised at Brookhaven bythe use of "chopper plates't toget single pulses 

for the purpose of observing the beam around the machine. It is possible to 

make a detailed plot of the first six or seven orbits as various injection para-

meters are varied. Detailed' studies ofthe magnetic field have also beenmade. 

An unexplained phenomenon is the odd shape of the remanent magnetic field as 

a function 'of the pulse length. As the length of the pulse is increased, the re-

manent magnet field decreases; lithe magnet is shorted out, the curve for 

the field becomes flat. 	 ' 

For protons the maximum beam is 2. 3 Bev with 3 x 10 protons per pulse. 

A rough estimate of the 'cost for the high energy strong focusing machines 

was given by Livingston as about 200,'000 per Bev. The design dimensions 

for various proposed high energy accelerators taking advantage of the strong 

focussing principle were listed as followsfor groups A, B and C according to 

the size of the machines: ' ' 
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Designed by Livingston 	. 	By.European Group 

A 	. 	. 	B 	 C 

Energy 	 10 Bev 	 100 	 30 

Field 	 14 kg 	 14 	 10 

Radius 	 85 ft 	 800 	 100 m 

Gap 	 1.5cm 	 21n 	 5cm 

N 	 90 	 480 	 350 

Mag length 	 6ft 	 13 	 l..8ni 

Straight section 	 1.2 ft 	 3 	 0. 5m 
1.Om 

P 	 168 kw 	 1800 
ave 

f 	 1:5Mc 	 20 

Injection 	 2 Mev 	 12 

IL Problems in Very High Energy Accelerator Theory Discussed at Brookhaven 

Conference D. L. Judd 

Prof. R. Serber, chairman of the. session on accelerator theory at the con-

ference mentioned that most novel proposals for accelerators go through three 

descriptive stages: first, strong initial enthusiasm, great plans, everything 

seems easy; second, very, serious doubts raised because of effects not thought 

of at first,. "heavy gloom"; and third, patient plodding to resolve the difficulties, 

task finally seems possible with yer,y.careful technology but it is no longer easy 

and simple. This sequence applies in the case of the multi-Bev proton synchro-

trons with alternating, gradient focussing as follows: 

Stagel. Original Brookhaven proposal. Designs started: 

At Brookhaven 	 30 Bev and 100 Bev 

AtM. I.T. 	 10Bev 

At Princeton 	 10 Bev 

At European Lab. 	30 Bev.  

Stage 2.. Independent discovery at Harwell, Cornell and Brookhaven of an 

unfortunate resonance effect. 	 - 

Stage 3. Two approaches to solving the resonance problem: 

Brookhaven: separate guide and focussing fields. 

Another idea: shake n value around 

In order to discuss the resonant effect qualitatively, first, a review of the 

basic idea of alternating gradient focussing is presented: (See UCRL-2055). 
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Radial motion: 	. 	

2 
	

+ 	- i p '  0; p = r-R 
dQ' 

2 
Vertical motion: 	d.z 	 o 

The simplest case would be one with no straight sections and the sections being 

symmetrical thus: 

For InI>>l, 	neglect the term 11 1" in the p equation above Then both eq- 

uations of motion become identical differing only in sign Of n(Q). 

Solutipn of the differential equations for the case of exact periodicity of 

n(Q); 

p = A e . 	p( Q) + B e - 	q(Q) , 	 we wish) to be real 

z =:C ep(Q) •+D e 	z q(Q) ; 

Suppose n = n = n, then r =z and one computes cos Zir'i) readily from re-

currence relations: 

cos ZTr 	cos 2irfln cosh 21r[ii 
N 	 N 

/ . 	 The corresponding formulas for * -n are only slightly more corn- 

- - 

	

	 plicated. One must have -l<cos 

<+1 for stability., If cos 27r')>+ 1, 

then there is an inadequate restoring 

force; the motion diverges exponen- 

- - 
	 tially as shown at left, 

_____________________ 	
- 

]J 	

If cos 2rr)<l, then there is tttoo 

thucH' restoring force; the motion os 

ciliate s with. exponentiall,y growing 

amplitude as shown.at left. 

If cos 2ii)'' 0, then ) =1/4, and 
the,I.Ibesttt*stabie 

-iotion results. 

There will then be four full waves of 

fa'st oscillations per one slow os-

cillation as shown at left. 
Note•: This choice _i~s_not thebeéióth all points of view but it is .sureiy quite 

close and greatly simplifies the presentation.. 
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In order to achieve cos 2,r4)= 0, one has N=4'f and, the wavelength of a 

slow oscillation is 

2rr 	 2 	Zir 
A = 	

R; in general, 	= 	 R 

The ratio of circumference to wavelength of a sslbw oscillationis 

ZiTR 	N 	 Z'rrR 1)N 
lôiiR/N = 	= 2 	in general 	-r 

TA reasonable value of n is of the order 3600; theil 

L i= 4 x 60 = 240; 	21TR 	
30. 	J 

If the two values of n En and nj are not equal, the  radial and vertical 

oscillations obey different equations and one can draw a plot of the stability 

region as a function of the two n values, as shown in Figure 1 

• 	 i+• 

	

- \ 	\ 	
Best" operating point 

\\ 	
\ 

The "Neckti&' 	 . \ 	\ /' 	Limiting n here is about 1-1/2 
Plenty of room for 	 ,' times the value at center of 
errors inn_ andn 	

0S2iT4) 	
tl neckt ie ll 

cos Zir) = -1 

	

cos 21) 	= 	1; 	0; -1 z 

Figure 1 

For values of 11+  and n at points other than the center of the "necktie" one 

will no longer have exactly N/8 wavelengths of slow oscill3tion per circumference, 

but rather 4)N12; where 4) = 1j21T cos x, x being an expression for the more 

general formula giving cOs Ziri) asa function of n+  and n. [Except along the dia-

gonal through the center of the "necktie", the values of V and 	will be different 

of course] For equal increments of )the increments of x will vary depending an 

the value of x. We wish toconsiderthose equal increments in4) which result in a 

change of unity i.nthe number of slow wavelengths per circumference; i. e., 

ZR 1 



V 
Developement of 2094.G-5 

Presoak @50C for 1.5 hr. (Water). 

Developer soak @50C for 1.5 hr. 

3.. Warm develàpe ©20-..270C for 0.5 hr. 

4, Short stop @5 o C for 1.5 hr. 
22'( 

5. Fixing 40C for 15 hrs. 
b. W4SW 
7/I(.E114 	5c4i< (5 
Developer: 1000 ccs water, distifled 

35 gins Boric Acid 
15 gins sod, sulfite 
8 ccs Pot. Bromide (10%) 
4.5 gms Aniidol 

Short Stop: 
0,5% Acetic Acid 

Fixer: 
Kodak Acid Hardening Fixer 
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Then since 

Z1TR N 
= 	COS X, 

wehave 

Ax 4irVl. -x 
N 

showing that the spacing of lines corresponding to integer values of (ZiTR/..\) is 

greatest near the boundaries of the "necktie" and least near its center. The re-

sulting pattern of "integral lines" is shown in Figure 2. The total number of 

lines either way in N/4. 

Individual diamond chosen for n value 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

2iTR = O •  x 
r 

. 2,rR N 	IT 

N N 

1T2TrR N-- 
x=.~;.I xr 

2irR 	N- 
iT, 	 = 

Figure 2 

2irR N 
= T r = iT 

Thus, what appeared as aUnecktiefrorn  a distance turns out on closer in 

spectionto have a detailed pattern of diamonds rather like a leadglass window 

with the panes becoming smaller near the edges. 

Why are we interested in these "integral" lines? Along a line we have an 

integral number of slow oscillations per turn, so that the motion precisely re-

peats on each turn. The effect of any small error in field at any one point will 

increase linearly with the number of turns. 

Suppose that one of the N sections of the rra.gnet is out of line by a distance 

A detailed calculation for a particular design shows that the amplitude of
1. 

oscillation will increase in one turn by about 5 L Thus, if = 10 mils, only 20 
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turns will be required for the amplitude to grow to an inch, which is the available 

clearance in this design. For a 30 Bev machine (R = 10 4  cm), 20 turns requires 

401rR/c sec = 12 x 10/3 x 1010 = 40 sec. (One turn takes 2 sec. )., Thus it 

appears that one must stay within a single diamond on the "necktie" and keep 

away from its boundaries. A more accurate analysis shows that this amounts 

to about 1. 0 percent precision required of the n values. This will be difficult 

at the start of the cycle (because of eddy current effects) and at the end (due to 

saturation of the iron). 

A possible way in which to meet this requirement is to provide separate 

alternate regions for guiding and for focussing. By providing a separate current 

supply to the focussing sections, which could be varied independently, one might 

be able to effect the necessary trimming adjustments to hold the n values well 

within an individual diamond of the "necktie", as shown in Figure 2.. Precise 

control- of the r,te of rise of current in a large magnet is very difficult to 

achieve because of the "current lethargy" associated with large inductances. 

Perhaps the bulk of the focussing could be combined with the guide field, and 

smaller trimming lenses could be used to achieve the needed control0 

Another approach is to vary the frequencies of oscillation so rapidly as to 

smear out the representative point over a large number of diamonds. The smear-

ing would have, to be at a rate rapid with respect to 1/20 of the rotation frequency, - 

and it could probably only be accomplished with electric fields. The rate of 

smearing required might also resonate with the rotation frequency and lead to 

other troubles. 

In any event, one concludes that an originally easy problem has become 

quite difficult, with about 100 times more precision needed in a time-varying 

magnetic field than had originally appeared necessary. 

Another topic discussed at the meeting by Prof. Milt White of Princeton 

was the problem of more efficient types of electric accelerating fields for such 

accelerators,. The average space rate of gain of energy is 

=( f i 1/T) x ( /V) 	
iolO volts 

E 
	—1 volt/cm 

1 sec x 3 x 10 cm/sec 

Thus there is really no need to have high voltages present in the system if --

energy can be supplied reasonably continuously and reasonably efficiently. 

The Princeton group. is attempting to study the problem in general terms 
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from this point of view. Clearly one is aiming at something approaching a travel-

ing wave along the accelerating tube, which can be approximated by a very large 

number of accelerating gaps. No concrete proposal has yet resulted from their 

study. 

The use of rather high harmonics of the rotation frequency seems called 

for in such accelerators. This results in having many bunches of particles 

around the machine. The amplitude of radial motion associated with a given 

amplitude of phase oscillation is muchless than ith use of the fundamental 

frequency, varyihg inversely as the square root of the harmonic order. 

In an earlier talk (UCRL-2055) there was mentioned the problem arising 

from the reversal of sign of the phase oscillation equilibrium point at a certain 

	

stage of the acceleration, thus: 	 early in cycle 
_late in cycle 

	

- [5 	mc22 1 P 	 rf atV 	 time 

	

- [WI \EI] P 	 a g 

This can qualitatively be described as follows: at low energies, a late particle 

must gain energy to catch up with its bunch; at high energies, an early particle 

must gain energy since it is early because of having been moving with v=c on 

too small a circle. At the transition point there is no phase stability and the 

particles will drift in phase for a considerable time in this neighborhood and 

may not re-enter the new phase stable region, hence being lost 

A detailed study of this problem has been made by Dr. Lloyd Smith of 

UCRL, and similar conclusions have been reached by the Brookhaven group. 

One is saved by the fact that the transition point occurs where the mass of an 

equivalent oscillator becomes infinite rather than where the spring constant 

vanishes. 

d (M 	_)+k (sin4 - sin4) = 0 

m-3c.at t = tt rans  

k = const. 	E - mc 	- 

The result is that the phase velocity vanishes at the transition point. A 

change in phase of the rf by twice c, the synchronous phase angle, can easily 

be effected during the relatively long time the phase motion is thus halted by 

slightly shifting the frequency of the rf for a definite number of cycles. If the 

rf phase can be Itl ocke d into tt the particle phase, the transition is even easier 

to make. 

Information Division 
2/10/53 	dm 




